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Take your hotel brand to new heights
TravelClick helps you maximize revenue for your hotel, your way.
Know: proprietary forward-looking data
Acquire: data-driven targeted media
Convert: powerful CRS & connectivity
Retain: predictive guest management
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Introduction: Soft Brands: Weighing the Risks,
Rewards, and Realities
Over the past decade, nearly every major hotel company has introduced a
“soft brand” –– an associated collection of independent hotels that retain
their unique branding and continue to make their own operating decisions.
The shift toward the soft brand model has gained momentum as travelers
increasingly demand unique experiences, owners and operators look to drive
customer loyalty, and big hotel chains seek opportunities to consolidate the
global independent hotel market.
But are soft brands a net positive for hotel owners? Some may argue that
soft brand arrangements are advantageous for independent hotel owners
who do not want to be constrained by the same strict standards as a “hard
brand” (such as a Hilton or Wyndham Grand), but want to benefit from a
larger hotel company’s sales, marketing, loyalty, and distribution networks.
Despite the perceived benefits of joining a soft brand, there are a number of
things to consider that make this a complex decision for a hotelier.
This Skift Insights Deck, presented in partnership with TravelClick, examines
the rise of soft brands, paints a picture of today’s soft brand business
landscape, analyzes the risks and rewards of joining one, and considers how
the concept may evolve in the future.
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What Are Soft Brands...
and Where Did They
Come From?
05
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What Is a Soft Brand?
Under a soft brand, travelers and hotel owners benefit from the hotel’s
access to global distribution partnerships, technology systems, loyalty
programs, and other resources. At the same time, member properties retain
independence in branding and operating decisions, as well as in the regional,
cultural, and architectural distinctions that give them local character
and charm. In contrast, a “hard” hotel brand imposes strict operational
and aesthetic standards, providing guests with a controlled and uniform
experience at every property.
Soft brands developed in response to the shifting needs and desires
of today’s travelers, who increasingly value unique experiences and
authenticity. It’s no coincidence that the growth of the sector has paralleled
the rise of the millennial traveler audience, the emergence of homesharing,
and the popularity of social media and experiential travel.
In the past year Hilton, Marriott, Choice, Hyatt, and IHG have increased room
count for their soft brand offerings — for example Curio, Tapestry, Ascend,
and Autograph — at a faster rate than their overall portfolio growth. The
soft brand space is booming with new offerings, and every major global
brand is now in the game.
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What do Hotel Chains See in Soft Brands?
Cost
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New revenue
stream:

Opportunities
for expansion:

Authentic
product:

The fees soft brand properties
pay their large chain partners
are highly lucrative. The
maintenance of a soft-branded
property is significantly lower
than a hard-branded property
because the majority of the
operational responsibilities are
left to the independent hotelier.

Soft brands enable large hotel
chains to consolidate more
of the world’s independent
market. This simultaneously
allows them to enter new
markets or gain more share
in an existing region without
violating the radius restrictions
or area of protection rules that
prevent them from placing
properties too close to one
another.

The diverse properties of a soft
brand help the larger group
attract customers who might
otherwise book with alternative
accommodations like Airbnb
or a boutique property. The
opportunity for guests to earn
or redeem points at a broader
range of hotels also increases
the value of the chain’s loyalty
program.
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Hotel Chains’ International Growth Opportunity
Another benefit of the soft brand model for large chains is
that it allows them to gain greater distribution overseas at
a faster pace, especially in Europe, where there’s still room
for consolidation.
The opportunities soft brands offer major hotel chains
outside of the U.S. are illustrated by the chart (right) from
Wyndham’s 2017 10-K Filing, which shows that independent hotels overwhelmingly dominate lodging inventory in
Europe. This is in contrast to the U.S., where larger brands
and chains reign

Hotel Supply Brand Affiliation by Region
United States/
Canada

30%

70%
60%

Europe

47%

Asia-Pacific

Latin America/
Middle East

53%

55%

Global
(Weighted Average)

46%
Unbranded

40%

45%
54%

Branded

Source: Wyndham’s 10-K Filing, 2017
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Examining
Four Perceived Benefits
of Soft Brands
The soft brand model has benefits for large hotel
chains. But is it equally beneficial for independent
property owners? Here are some of the most commonly
mentioned benefits, as well as associated risks.
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1.

Branding
and Marketing
Support
Marketing and sales support:
Marketing and sales support: By joining a soft brand, independent hotel owners typically receive
the sales and marketing support of the larger brand, including exposure to meeting and event
bookers, as well as group sales. They also typically gain access to tools including CRM, digital, and
social media management platforms that might be too cost-prohibitive to purchase on their own.

Retained independence:
Independent properties that have joined a soft brand are able to gain these benefits while retaining
their branding and design distinctions. And while significant coordination is necessary with their new
chain partner, they do retain some autonomy to make independent operating decisions.

10
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But at What Level?
Soft brands may offer branding and marketing support to independents, but their support can come with hidden costs and red tape:

_ Independent hoteliers still bear the operational
burden: An affiliation with a larger parent brand can offer
independent hotel owners assurance when it comes to financial
security and gaining access to new tools to run their business.
However, despite the high fees, the vast majority of the operational
responsibilities are still left to the independent hotelier.

_ Marketing fees support the soft brand vs. the
hotel: According to Skift research, the room inventory of most
major soft brands only accounts for between 0.5 percent and 5
percent of each larger brand’s total room inventory. Additionally,
most soft brands are still in the early stages of growth. Therefore,
the marketing fees that a soft brand hotelier pays are not
necessarily being put toward driving demand to that specific hotel,
but rather toward building the overall brand.
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_ Diminished brand independence: Although not nearly
as strict as the major chain or hard brand properties, a soft brand
often carries a set of hotel quality standards and brand-wide
initiatives that can reduce the autonomy of the hotelier. Adhering
to these standards might be easier said than done for properties
with unique design and branding, such as those with historic design
features.

_ Being “big” isn’t always a good thing: As brands
become a larger part of the social conversation, consumers
increasingly value engaging with those that align with their
individual beliefs. Similarly, they can be turned off by a brand’s
corporate decision-making. If a larger brand gets caught in a PR
crisis, there’s a chance that the independent property can get
caught up as well through association.
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More Support? Or More Restrictions?
Depending on the soft brand, when an independent hotel joins, it can lose full autonomy over its media strategy. According to a hospitality media
executive who wishes to remain anonymous, here are the main risks to watch out for when considering a soft brand:

_ A hotel that is part of a soft brand can run its own
media, but there may be limitations. The hotel may need
a standalone website to execute its own media campaign, and the
parent brand may put restrictions on the campaigns the independent
wishes to run.

_ Soft brands may restrict a hotel from bidding
on a branded pay-per-click term, such as “[Curio
New York] Times Square.” An independent can bid on nonbranded/generic terms like “Hotel Times Square,” but it would likely
be bidding against major OTAs with large budgets.

_ Under a soft brand, independents usually can’t
run display remarketing campaigns based off
tracking on their booking engines. Even if the property
has a standalone website, the website would route back to the soft
brand’s booking engine. Additionally, many major corporate brands
do not allow independents to place individual tracking codes on
their sites/booking engines.

_ Under a soft brand, independents are usually
limited in how they track campaign returns on
advertising spend. Bookings made on the soft brand’s
booking engine will usually not link to the media campaign
because of tracking limitations imposed by the brand, meaning
the independent can’t attribute what bookings/revenue came from
which campaigns.
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2.

Distribution
and Booking
Power
Greater visibility:
Most soft brands require member hotels to adopt the same central reservations and distribution
systems as the parent brand. By migrating to these platforms, independent hotels gain greater
visibility f rom consumers visiting a hotel chain’s brand.com website, a booking engine, and under
the private-label GDS chain code.

Reduced dependence on OTAs:
Distribution through the larger hotel brand means less reliance on OTA distribution systems.

13
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Are Brand Distribution Channels
as Powerful as They Seem?
One might assume that properties under a soft brand
umbrella would automatically post higher occupancy rates
than independents. After all, soft brands are tied to the
legacy and reputation of the larger parent brand, providing
them with significant benefits in terms of consumer visibility and increased distribution.
However, recent data from Demand360, a TravelClick Business Intelligence platform which looks at data from over
25,000 hotels worldwide, found that soft brand hotels
underperformed independents across all segments for occupancy rates in 2017. Differences were especially pronounced in the midscale and upper midscale segments.

Total Room Night Occupancy in 2017

70%
64%

Soft Brand Hotels

Independent Hotels
Source: TravelClick Demand360 Data,
Jan 1 – Dec 31, 2017
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Independent Hoteliers May Be Overlooking
the Role of OTAs in their Revenue Strategies
Despite their commission fees, OTAs have a role as a customer acquisition vehicle and offer powerful marketing support for hotels that choose to
maintain their independence. The benefits include:

_ Significant visibility and attractiveness to
consumers: OTAs have higher traffic volume than most hotel
chain brand.com sites. They also have large marketing budgets and
loyalty programs to help court travel buyers. These investments
have led to high levels of brand recognition and awareness for
the OTAs, which in turn fuel bookings and overall demand for
independents.

_ Better ability to control OTA hotel inventory: By
choosing to forgo the soft brand route, independent hotel owners
can retain greater control over their OTA inventory, allowing them
to better regulate how much they spend in commissions. Within a
soft brand, hotels pay the brand commissions on every booking, but
as independents, hoteliers have control over OTA distribution and
therefore how much commission they pay.
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_ OTA-created hotel technology and business tools:
OTAs, as well as a growing range of tech platforms, offer tools
to help give independents more control over their marketing and
operations. OTA examples include Expedia’s Partner Central and
Priceline’s Partner Network. Google and TripAdvisor also provide
similar services.
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Loyalty Members Per Brand:
Marriott: 110 million
IHG: 100 million
Hilton: 71 million
Wyndham: 53 million
Accor: 41 million
Choice Hotels: 35 million
Hyatt: 10 million
Source: Company Filings, Skift Research

Independent hoteliers can tap into the size
and global scope of a major brand’s loyalty program.
Many independent property owners hope to benefit from the global rewards programs offered by
the larger brands — and the sizable consumer following that comes with them. The ability to earn
and redeem program rewards at participating soft brand properties can also help stimulate new
consumer demand for independent hotels and drive direct bookings.

16
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But Brand Loyalty Programs Come at a Cost
While tying into a hard brand’s loyalty program can be beneficial, participation can be costly.

_ Incremental 4% loyalty fee for every booking: Under
a soft brand, an independent property must pay a 4% average
loyalty fee every time a program’s member makes a booking,
according to “The Independent Hotel’s Guide to Soft Brands”
recently published by Lodging Magazine.

_ Loyalty redemption stays are not typically covered
in full by the brand: Loyalty rewards redemptions are typically
paid out by the brand at a percentage of the lowest available rate,
reducing profitability for these bookings.
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_ Not all hotels will see returns from a brand’s
loyalty program: As one executive at a hotel that has
partnered with a soft brand said, “While our participation in a larger
brand’s loyalty program is still fairly new, we haven’t seen a jump
in ROI or booking traffic — or any major benefits — from it at all,
given the fees we pay.”
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And Loyalty May Not Motivate Travelers
Gaining access to a global loyalty program is often a main incentive for joining a soft brand. But these programs may not matter as much to consumers as industry experts think, at least when compared to factors such as where the hotel property is located and how much it costs.
Skift’s U.S. Experiential Traveler 2018 survey found that location and price were the two most important motivators for travelers when booking a
hotel, beating out loyalty affiliation by more than 50 percentage points

Traveler Motivators When Booking a Hotel

Location
74%

Price
70%

Loyalty
14%

Source: Skift’s U.S. Experiential Traveler 2018 survey
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4.

Profit and
Other Financial
Incentivess
The promise of financial support:
Independent hotel owners associated with premium brands tend to be looked at as better
candidates to receive financing when compared to owners who are strictly independent. Soft
brands also offer independent properties shorter-term contracts than hard brands do, making it
easier for property owners to sell or flip an asset.

Reduced third-party commissions:
When independent hotels join a soft brand, they typically pay lower commission fees to OTAs
and other thirdparties. For one, the larger brand’s distribution and marketing power means less
dependence on third parties. Additionally, the brands tend to have favorable negotiated commission
fees, because of their scaled power.
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It is not clear whether fees are reduced
or just shifted from one channel to another
Do soft brand financial advantages weigh out in the end? Under a soft
brand, hoteliers may pay less commissions for OTA bookings, but new fees
are paid to the parent brand on every booking, regardless of the channel.
Independent property owners shoulder a variety of new costs when they join
a soft brand collection, which can vary widely based on the associated hotel
chain and location. Generally, soft brand costs include an initial application fee, fees per room or performance-based fees, royalty fees, and annual
membership fees. There are also likely to be extra charges for participating
in the larger hotel company’s reservation, distribution, and loyalty program,
as well as for revenue management and marketing support.

Hotel owners need to consider whether— on a cost per acquisition basis
— the decrease in OTA commissions they will likely see from joining a soft brand
outweighs the soft brand fees that will be paid on every booking.
20
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Soft Brand Costs and Fees
Type of Fee

Description

Average fees

Basis

Application or Initial

Initial set-up costs
or application fees

$30,000-110,000

Typically a %
of gross room revenue

Membership
or Subscription Fee

Fee to participate in the
membership program

4%

Typically a %
of gross room revenue

Marketing fees

1-2.5%

Typically a %
of gross room revenue

Loyalty

Fees to participat in
brand’s loyalty program

4%

Typically a %
of gross room revenue

Royalty

Fees for leveraging
a brand name

4-9%

Typically a %
of gross room revenue

Marketing

TOTAL FEES

3-14%
Source: Lodging Magazine
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The Benefits of
Staying Independent
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“Independence means
having smaller resources
to work with, but it also
means more agility.”
– Loh Lik Peng,
Founder and Director, Unlisted Collection
23
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The Business Case For Remaining Independent
Despite the appeal of the soft brand model, independent
hotels have a strong business model of their own. In fact,
data suggests that independent hotels can succeed without
corporate branding.
_ About one-third of room inventory in the U.S. and 60 percent
of room inventory in Europe is independent and non-branded.
_ According to 2016 STR data, those rooms saw increases in
average daily revenue per available room (RevPAR) and growth
in occupancy. In fact, STR found that independent hotels
exceeded the RevPAR growth of branded hotels in 2016.
_ Additionally, Q1 2017 data from Expedia showed that
independent hotels posted higher average daily rate growth
versus branded properties and that travelers spent more per
night at independent hotels than at branded properties during
the time period studied.
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The Business Case For Remaining Independent
_ According to The Highland Group’s most recent Boutique
Hotel Report, collated in collaboration with STR, the boutique
hotel segment in the U.S. was valued at $15.8 billion in 2016,
with independent boutique hotel supply growing at 6 percent
annually from the year 2000 onwards.
_ The report also noted that boutique hotels bring in more
annual room revenue per available room than most
comparable traditional hotel concepts, which may be due to
the fact that independents and boutiques typically lean more
toward the upscale, upper upscale, and luxury markets.
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Case Study: Unlisted Collection
An Independent Hotel Group
Founded in 2011, Unlisted Collection is an umbrella brand of restored historic buildings-turned-luxury hotels in Singapore, Shanghai, Sydney, and
London that remains decidedly independent.
Founder and director Loh Lik Peng focuses on each project’s
unique characteristics and rejects the idea of having any
brand look or feel to his properties. Even without brand
affiliation, most of his hotels are competitive with the
market in occupancy, rate, and RevPAR, he said. He achieves
success by investing in highly targeted public relations
campaigns, focusing on his sales staff, and getting into key
distribution channels.
He also tries to ensure that the majority of sales come from
the group’s direct channels as opposed to OTAs. “We are not
really looking for a very wide base of customers, so we can
afford to be much more targeted at a specific lifestyle and
food-and-beverage-centric customer,” he said. “Independent
properties can still carve out a niche for themselves because
there are always guests who want a smaller independent
hotel rather than a large chain. I don’t believe this will change.”
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Hotel Chains Will Continue to
Invest in Soft Brands
The industry is likely to see more soft brands launch as hotel
chains and owners continue to look for flexibility and visibility.
According to The Highland Group’s 2017 Boutique Hotel
Report, U.S. soft brand collections grew at a compound annual
average rate of 23 percent between 2000 and 2016. Soft
brand collections currently account for 0.7 percent of total
inventory in the U.S. and are expected to exceed 1 percent in
the near future. Choice’s Ascend Hotel Collection has more than
250 hotels open or in development worldwide, while Marriott
expects that by 2019, its collection brands will have increased
by nearly 50 percent.
In fact, Skift research found that company filing data shows
that growth in soft brand room counts for Hilton, Marriott,
Choice, Hyatt, and IHG has on average been significantly higher
than the companies’ overall portfolio (room count) growth. This
suggests that major hotel chains are focusing their energy on
expanding these brands.
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Independents Are Starting Their Own Collections
It’s not only large hotel chains that are creating soft brands. Independent management companies, such as Interstate
Hotels & Resorts, a global hotel management company, are starting to create their own collections.
Independent hotels are banding together as well. For example, Shangri-La Hotels and Resorts (which has about 90 hotels,
mostly in Southeast Asia) and Taj Hotels, Resorts and Palaces (with about 60 hotels, mostly in India), recently created a
loyalty program called Warmer Welcomes, to help both companies strengthen loyalty and create a joint brand identity.
Independent loyalty programs that offer travelers points for staying at unique partner hotels are popping up as well. Stash
Hotel Rewards is one such company that offers loyalty rewards to travelers who want to avoid the larger chains such as
Hilton or Marriott, but still receive incentives.
Other hotels are joining together to compete with the negotiation power of consolidated OTAs and hotel chains, and
experts believe we will see an increasing number of independent loyalty partners.
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Why Independents Will Continue to Thrive
While there’s little question that the number of soft brands and collections will grow, independent and boutique hotels will always be key players in
the market — especially the larger global market — as they use their agility, ability to adapt to local market shifts, international presence, unique
branding positions, and the growing range of third-party technology providers to their advantage.
What’s more, consumer behavior continues to shift in favor of
the independent business model. Price and location will continue
to be the primary decision factors when travelers search for
hotel stays, winning out over loyalty programs. Meanwhile,
ratings, reviews, and recommendations will likely become more
influential when it comes to hotel bookings, as consumers place
greater emphasis on — and trust in — real commentary from
other travelers. Independents can tap into these behavior shifts in
their messaging and the value proposition they offer to guests.
Further, as traveler needs and wants have shifted toward
authenticity, independent properties have a leg up when it comes
to connecting with their customers. And as these properties gain
greater access to platforms, tools, and services powered by new
technologies, their ability to manage internal operations and
engage with customers is only likely to strengthen.
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Executive Letter
This is an extraordinary moment in the hospitality industry. The industry is changing rapidly with the consolidation of hotel brands, the rise of new business models, and the evolution of technology across the
entire guest experience. Hoteliers around the globe face hard choices about how to go to market as they
try to win their fair share of bookings and maximize revenues.
The Skift Insights Deck, called “Soft Brands: Weighing the Risks, Rewards, and Realities,” takes a deep look
at soft brands and helps hoteliers separate fact from fiction and economic promise from economic reality.
We see independent hotels flourishing — going their own way, but not alone. The future of independent
hotels and small chains is bright. We believe that by leveraging the right technology partners to help capture bookings, retain loyal guests, and market to new customers and by using a holistic data strategy to
create the right mix of bookings, optimize room rates, and maximize occupancy, independents can thrive
as independents.
At TravelClick, we want to help all hotels — independent hotels, soft brands and brands — to achieve their
potential by giving them the technology and data insights they need to compete effectively.
I hope you enjoy the report,

Curtis Brewer
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Like what you see?
Skift is the largest industry intelligence platform, providing Media,
Insights & Marketing to key sectors of travel.
Through daily news, research, podcasts, and Skift Global Forum
conferences, Skift deciphers and defines the trends that matter to the
marketers, strategists, and technologists shaping the industry.
SkiftX is Skift’s in-house content marketing studio, working
collaboratively with partners like Mastercard, Hyatt, Adobe, Lyft, and
many more on custom projects to engage the world’s largest audience
of travel influencers and decision makers.
Visit skiftx.com to learn more or email at skiftx@skift.com.
Carolyn Kremins
President, Skift
ck@skift.com
212-564-5830
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